Sentinels
of the
Bog
by Bob Armstrong and Marge Hermans
from Southeast
Alaska's Natural forests
World
Rich evergreen
drape the mountainsides of
Southeast Alaska and soothe the glacierscoured landscape with a thick cloak of
green. Residents and visitors alike grow
hushed and quiet beneath the sifted green
light of canopies sometimes hundreds of
years old.
Some of the largest and most prominent trees in those forests are Sitka spruce,
the species named the Alaska State Tree in
1962.
Sitka spruce are easily distinguished
from the other large conifers that help make
up the forest tapestry. While the needles
of western hemlock, mountain hemlock,
and red or yellow cedar have soft, rounded
ends, Sitka spruce needles end in hard,
sharp points. Wonder if a tree is a spruce?
Just touch a branch, and if it bites you back,
you’ll know it’s the Alaska State tree.
Sitka spruce are one of 40 species of
spruce found in North America, but they
are the only truly coastal species. They grow
only where there is no summer drought,
and where maritime influences virtually
guarantee fog, high humidity, and plenty of
moisture.
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Here you are hiking through
a gorgeous Southeast Alaska
muskeg when suddenly the tranquility

of the afternoon is shattered by the incessant screams of a large, long-legged bird
perched precariously atop a scraggly shore
pine. As you make your way through boggy
hummocks and low shrubs, the bird flies
from treetop to treetop, following you with
a constant ratcheting protest. There may
even be two birds, and their calling may be
so rapid and intense that you cannot tell the
calls apart.
You’ve no doubt stumbled into a greater
yellowlegs nesting area.
We’ve had the same experience. On
Admiralty Island a yellowlegs once chased
us through a muskeg for a quarter of a
mile. Another time we walked clear across
Spaulding Meadows near Juneau and saw
three pairs of yellowlegs within about two
miles. Each pair screamed and yelped at us
and had barely stopped before the next pair
began. Basically we were accompanied by
yellowlegs the entire trip.
It’s unlikely you will ever find the nest a
greater yellowlegs is defending. It’s not just
that the birds’ ear-splitting cries make the
thought of staying around quite unappealing. It’s also that if a bird stays quietly on

Greater yellowlegs also
act as alert sentinels
while they’re feeding on
tidal flats.
its nest, it will often not flush until you are
only a few feet away. In our many years of
tramping around Southeast muskegs and
being yelled at by yellowlegs, we have found
only one nest. That bird didn’t flush until,
inadvertently, we were about to step on it.
Greater yellowlegs also act as alert sentinels while they’re feeding on tidal flats away
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from their nesting territories. In response
to intruders they may be the first amongst
a mixed flock of shorebirds to sound the
alarm; yet, surprisingly, they’re usually the
last birds to leave.
Greater yellowlegs also differ from
other sandpipers in their feeding habits.
They are the only sandpipers in Alaska that
feed extensively on fish. (Other sandpipers eat mostly insects, small mollusks, and
crustaceans.) When they are feeding, yellowlegs can put on quite a show. We’ve often
watched them walk along or run in water
just a few inches deep, then suddenly lunge,
often submerging their heads and emerging
with a small fish sideways in their bill.
In Southeast we believe they eat mostly
three-spined sticklebacks and young staghorn sculpins—no mean feat when you
consider the defenses both these species
of little fish have. Staghorn sculpins have
sharp, antler-like spines along the sides of

Greater yellowlegs are
the noisiest shorebirds
in Southeast Alaska.
If you encounter one in
a muskeg near its nest
it will screech at you
without letup until you
leave the area.

Greater yellowlegs
chicks are “precocial.”
They will leave their
nest within 24 hours
after the last of their
clutch has hatched and
begin to feed themselves.

Greater yellowlegs
are unique among
Southeast sandpipers
in that they feed
extensively on small
fish.
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Yellowlegs seem to overcome these
defenses by grabbing the fish with their
long bills, dropping then picking them up
several times, and otherwise manipulating
them for some moments before swallowing them whole, headfirst. Perhaps this
handling allows the yellowlegs to position
the fish in just the right way so they can be
easily swallowed, or it causes the spines to
relax so the fish don’t get caught in the yellowlegs’ throat.
You may see greater yellowlegs in
Southeast Alaska between April and October. They are one of the last sandpipers
their head, and spines in their first dorsal fin. to leave Southeast in the fall, and by winter
Swallowed the wrong way, they could stick both adults and juveniles will have traveled
to central California, Mexico, or as far south
in a bird’s throat.
as Tierra del Fuego. They’ll be one of the
Three-spined sticklebacks also have first shorebirds to return in the spring, ready
sharp spines—three on their back and one to take up their task as guardians of the
on each side of the belly. All the spines can bogs and of many parts of the shoreline
lock open or outward. So they, too, could be as well.
difficult for a predator to swallow.

